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"These guys have worked so hard the past couple years, it's been a crazy amazing ride to watch them come into their own. I'm watching Capital Kings undeniably rock 
the crowds at Winter Jam every night! I've been waiting for something this unique for a while and the boys have delivered a daringly modern body of work that is 
massive on pop appeal and lyrically unashamed." [TOBYMAC] ""
DISCOGRAPHY
- I FEEL SO ALIVE EP [9/25/12]
- CAPITAL KINGS [1/8/13]"
OFFICIAL REMIXES 
- “Never Gone” - Colton Dixon  
- “Me Without You” - tobyMac [appears on Eye On it] 
- “Lose Myself” - tobyMac [appears on Eye On It] 
- “Amazing Life” - Britt Nicole [appears on Gold] 
- “His Kind of Love” - Group1Crew [appears on Fearless] 
- “Good Morning” - Mandisa [appears on Remixed - Get Movin’ - EP] 
- “Tonight” - tobyMac [appears on Dubbed & Freq’d - A Remix Project] 
- “Showstopper” - tobyMac [appears on Dubbed & Freq’d - A Remix Project] "
RECOGNITION 
- 2013 GMA Dove New Artist of the Year Nominee "
SALES
- Capital Kings debuted on Billboard Christian Albums Chart at #5 [1/16/13] 
- Capital Kings peaked at #2 on the iTunes Christian & Gospel Albums Chart 
- Capital Kings peaked in the overall Top 40 iTunes Albums Chart during release week 
- 1st single "You'll Never Be Alone" selected and promoted by iTunes as a FREE download during release week 
- Their version of "Carol of the Bells" selected and promoted by AmazonMP3.com for their 25 Days of Free during December 2012 "
PRESS
“The duo excels in mixing pop, dance and hip-hop in a way that pays tribute to TobyMac and mainstream stars like Maroon 5, but Capital Kings are more than 
that.” [RHAPSODY] "
“Electronic popsters Capital Kings infuse their self-titled debut album with ingenious beats, sparkling techno textures, and a relentlessly positive outlook. A standout 
release for electronica aficionados of all spiritual persuasions.” [ITUNES] "
“There’s a new sound in town thanks to Capital Kings, whose ingenious blend of electronic, hip hop, pop and even some dubstep has inspired everyone from TobyMac 
to Group 1 Crew and Mandisa…[Capital Kings] is quickly growing into a formidable force of their own thanks to the new self-titled long player on Gotee 
Records…” [CCM] "
“Capital Kings is a strong debut by a group that is already changing the face of new wave/electro pop…it oozes with fresh and fun musical creativity and will definitely 
go down as one of the most innovative releases of 2013.” [NEW RELEASE TUESDAY] "
Self-titled release Capital Kings highlighted in Billboard Magazine following debut on Overall 200 chart "
RADIO
-“You’ll Never Be Alone” Top 5 Christian Hot AC/CHR
- “I Feel So Alive” currently Top 10 Christian Hot AC/CHR"
TOURING
- Neon Steeple Tour Spring 2014 with David Crowder and All Sons & Daughters 
- TobyMac’s Hits Deep Tour Fall 2013 & Early 2014 with Brandon Heath, Mandisa, Jamie Grace, Colton Dixon & Chris August
- Feature halftime performance for the NBA’s Oklahoma City Thunder
- Winter Jam 2013 Tour Spectacular. 40+ dates with tobyMac, Red, Matthew West, Jamie Grace, Royal Tailor, Jason Castro and others
- Winter Jam 2012 Tour Spectacular West Coast with tobyMac, Jamie Grace, Group1Crew, Chris August and more on the
- Family Force 5 for the Christmas Pageant Tour 2012 "
Performed at the following summer festivals in 2013: Sonshine Festival, Creation Festival Northeast, Kingdom Bound, Celebrate Freedom, Alive Festival


